Introduction.
In a fundamental paper [l] , A. Beurling has characterized the invariant subspaces of the shift operator S: (xo, xi, x2, • • • ) -»(#1, x2, x3, • • • ) in the Hubert space l2 of all complex square-summable sequences. Transforming to an equivalent problem in the analytic function space II2, Beurling made use of a factorization theorem (2) to derive results implying that the lattice of invariant subspaces of 5 is isomorphic to the lattice of "inner functions."
It is the aim of the present paper to extend Beurling's result to the more general "tridiagonal" plex numbers such that ß9a0 and \ß\ 9a \y|. The term tridiagonal is suggested by the form of the infinite matrix generating P. Since the value of a does not affect the invariant subspaces of P, it will be assumed a = 0. The adjoint of such an operator P is given by T*x = y, where yo=7Xi and yn = /3x"_i4-"yxn+i, (J) A more detailed proof of Beurling's factorization theorem has been given by Rudin [6] .
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Thus the two circles \z\ = p, \z\ = r/p correspond to the ellipse u2ip+r/p)~2 +v2(p -r/p)~2=l in the w-plane. When p = r112, the two circles coincide, and the ellipse degenerates into the line segment -2r1/2 = w =:2r1/2, v = 0 joining the foci. Since X = pV9/2w is a magnification followed by a rotation, the two circles correspond also to an ellipse Sp = Sr/P in the X-plane. Each £p has as foci the two points X= ±2(ßy)112 for which fr(z; X) has a multiple root. The ellipse Si will be denoted(3) &t, and will be called the spectral ellipse of £.
Int Sr will denote the open set bounded by Sr.
Specifically, 8r is the curve \ = ßei*+ye~i*, O=0<2tt. Note that 8r* = 8r. Lemma 1. Let X£Int Sr. Then X is a simple eigenvalue of T if r<l, while X is a simple eigenvalue of T* if r > 1. Furthermore, for r < 1 the convergence of £| Pn(c\) 12 is uniform in each closed subset of Int 8r.
3. Generalized £f2 spaces. The polynomials £n(X) possess a remarkable orthogonality property, first discovered by Szegö [7] .
Lemma 2. For each p>0,
The proof is essentially the same as that of Szegö for the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, of which the pn(X) are a generalization; the mapping X = /3z+y/z is used to transform the path of integration to the unit circle in the z-plane. The details are worked out in [3] . As an illustration, let ß= 1, 7 = 0, p = l. Then p»(X) =Xn, S" is the circle |X| =1, w(X) = 1 on Sp; and Lemma 2 reduces to the familiar relation 1 r2* -I e^e-^dp = hnm.
2tt J o
The tridiagonal operator with ß= 1, 7 = 0 is precisely the shift operator 5. For r<l, let í denote the set of all functions/(X) = £"=0 a"^"(X) for which the complex sequence {an\ is square-summable.
In view of Lemma 1 and Schwarz' inequality, each such/(X) is analytic in Int &t-Indeed, ï is the generalized Hardy space [5] J£(Sr) consisting of all functions/(X) analytic in Int 8r with the property that |/(X) |2 has a harmonic majorant there.
(3) 8r is nondegenerate on account of the assumption \ß\ 9í\y\, or r^l. Otherwise Twould be a scalar multiple of a self-adjoint operator.
(4) Geometrically interpreted, o>(X) is a constant multiple of the geometric mean of the distances from X to the foci of £p. 
under the integral sign yields (2).
The norm of fEH2(Zr) will be defined as ||/|| = [«/(0)]"2. From Theorems 1, 2, 3 one deduces that the lattice of invariant subspaces of £* is isomorphic to the lattice of inner functions. Implicit is the assumption r= \y/ß\ <L When r> 1, one derives the same result for (£*)*= T. But the invariant subspaces of £* are the orthocomplements of the invariant subspaces of T; indeed, interchanging "unions" and intersections, the lattice of invariant subspaces of T* is isomorphic to the lattice of invariant subspaces of T. Consequently: Theorem 4. The lattice of invariant subspaces of a tridiagonal operator (r^l) is isomorphic to the lattice of inner functions.
(6) The reader is referred to Beurling's paper for definitions of terms.
